Flags fly today

ROCK looks beyond SGA Senate and raises money on its own

BEN BARDET

After the UCF Senate denied its request for the money, a campus student group appealed to the university's Board of Trustees to receive an offer to display an American flag in all UCF classroom buildings.

The first of the banners will be hung this month, starting with the student group "Rockus." Pamela said the court classrooms had not been determined as of last week.

"We certainly didn't please the flags. It was an important issue," she said. UCF students have supported the flag project and were upset to learn that they were the last to add their voice.

At the same time, members of the student group Campus Peace Action distributed flyers throughout the Student Union that denounced Barks's views and his participation in making the decision about the flags.
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"We certainly didn't please the flags. It was an important issue," she said. UCF students have supported the flag project and were upset to learn that they were the last to add their voice.

At the same time, members of the student group Campus Peace Action distributed flyers throughout the Student Union that denounced Barks's views and his participation in making the decision about the flags.

"I heard Dr. Barks' statement and he's an intern. But after I was an intern, I didn't have the chance to say anything," said Ben Johnson, an intern at the university. "I don't think I did anything wrong.

"Harky, S. Truman says, "We're going to win.
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Around Campus

UCF population second in the state
UCF’s job market continues to improve,
-ranking second among state universities.
A total of 23,111 students are enrolled
at UCF, which is a 19% increase from
the 19,124 students reported last year.
UCF is only behind Florida State
University in terms of enrollment.

Tune in to Divine Nine Network

The Divine Nine Network is
expanding to include more
organizations and events. The
network is available on Friday
afternoons from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and can be accessed by
searching for Divine Nine Network
on the Student Center website.

Tech expo brings latest gadgets

UCF’s annual Technology
Exposition is scheduled for
Thursday, September 11, at 3 p.m.
The event features the latest
gadgets, gadgets, and more.
Student tickets are $5, while
adults pay $10.

A page from the UCF Student
Newspaper

UCF retention rate on the rise

UCF students are graduating at an
unprecedented rate, with a retention
rate of 79%, which is the highest
rate in the state.

Week in Science

Study finds anti-aging hormone

Researchers at the University of
Florida have discovered a hormone
that could lead to anti-aging therapies.
The hormone, called “bifrostin,”
was found to slow the aging process
in mice.

Get dark chocolate?

A new study published last week
in the journal Science suggests
that dark chocolate could help
improve heart health. The study
found that dark chocolate may
reduce the risk of heart disease.

Astronauts on the Moon

The first American astronauts
are set to land on the moon
later this year.

The mystical bit of granite

Scientists have discovered a
mysterious crystal that could
hold the key to unlocking the
mysteries of the universe.

Two years later: Pentagon stronger, safer

The Pentagon has made significant
improvements since its renovation in
2001. The building is now
more secure, with improved
security features and
enhanced capabilities.

Steve Voge

WASHINGTON — There is no big
delaying the showdown in Congress
over the U.S. budget. The Senate is
expected to vote on the budget
resolution this week, and the House
is likely to follow soon.

Judge denies Pentagon motion

A federal judge has denied the
Pentagon’s motion to dismiss
a lawsuit filed by a group of
veterans. The lawsuit charges
that the Pentagon failed to
comply with a law that requires
the department to report on
the progress of the Iraq War.

Let us know

The Tribune wants to hear from you.
If you have a story idea or a
personal experience to share,
contact us at
tribune@ucf.edu.

Solutions

The Tribune welcomes reader
submissions. If you have a
solution to a problem or
a question, please send it
to solutions@ucf.edu.
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It’s the only way to get FREE FOOD at Crispers.

If you can be trusted with sharp objects, grab a pair of scissors and cut up this ad. Clip the coupons, bring them to the nearest Crispers restaurants, and we’ll give you free food.

Treat yourself to a garden fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich for $4.50 and take your choice of one of our delicious soups, an ice cream dessert, or a cup of our iced coffee. Life is full of difficult choices... but not at Crispers.

There’s more. Lots more. Treat yourself to a garden fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich for $4.50 and take your choice of one of our delicious soups, an ice cream dessert, or a cup of our iced coffee. Life is full of difficult choices... but not at Crispers.

GET CLOSE WITH CRISPERS.

Visit our two locations soon... and watch for new Crispers restaurants opening all over Central Florida. That means fresh, delicious gourmet salads and soups are right around the corner. Plus, everything on our menu is available for takeout, which makes life very convenient. Indeed. To see all our menu selections, click on www.crispers.com.
Dancers blend hard work, fun
Find out MORE about Fraternity Recruitment!

UCF IFC
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
Fraternity Recruitment Kickoff:
Tuesday, Sept. 9th
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: UCF Arena

Recruitment Events:
Wednesday, Sept. 10th - Saturday, Sept. 13th
Time: 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Location: Greek Park & Lake Claire

Fill out an Application to Enter for a Chance to Win a $200.00 Scholarship!

For more info check out: www.greeklife.sdes.ucf.edu

2003 SENATE ELECTIONS

VOTE ONLINE
http://connect.ucf.edu
(Online voting ends at 5:00pm)

Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Declaration of Candidacy - Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election - Sept 29 - Oct. 1 9:00am - 5:00pm
Run-off Elections - Oct. 4 - Oct. 6 9:00am - 5:00pm
Predictable but not one so hit an
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Embattled Bush judicial nominee withdraws his name

WASHINGTON — Miguel Estrada, President Bush's nominee to a powerful federal appeals court, abruptly withdrew his name from consideration Thursday what a two-year Democratic blockade of his nomination showed no

Kaplan's Admissions & Strategy Seminar for Graduate, Business, Law & Medical Schools!

Learn about the application process & admissions tests

Monday, September 22, 2003 • 12pm and 4pm

University of Central Florida Student Union • Key West 218A

Space is limited! Call today to reserve your seat!

DEERWOOD

A COMMUNITY FOR FAMILIES AND ADULTS

TOTAL MONTHLY PAYMENT UNDER $599 PER MONTH

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Homes

UCF Students receive a FREE Washer & Dryer

• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
• Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

Come meet SGA Officials from the EXECUTIVE, LEGISLATIVE, and TALLAHASSEE branches...

Learn HOW to GET INVOLVED in SGA and It's agencies.

VOTE, FOCUS, CAB, MSC, HOME COMING

www.flagarks.com

941-421-9050

Kaplan invites you to a FREE GMAT GRE MCAT LSAT Seminar

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST kaptest.com

SEPTEMBER 8TH- 10TH 2-4PM KEY WEST AB

10 Million Dollars, How do you want to spend it?
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Job experience lacking

Expectations and signing bonuses. 82 percent of students in the survey said they expect the job market to improve in 2003 and 2004, "millennials graduating in the summer of 2003 had more opportunities and more offers than candidates who graduated in the summer of 2002," Pollock said. "That was true for undergraduates as well as graduate students. I think it relates to the fact that employers continue to see students as a good source of leadership talent that they want to bring into their firms."

Some sources of employment: new greater growth than others.

"We did see the number of applicants and interviews in some areas decline this year," he said. "Some industries like oil on pretty strong or saw an increase and those industries included aerospace, defense companies and retail companies. Over the past couple of years we've seen a slow increase in industries such as manufacturing, pharmaceuticals and biotech."

Professor of economics Robert Pennington said students would find more job openings only if the economy improved. Like many national economists, Pennington said that trade and political stability are factors that can help stimulate economic growth. Most economists, including Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, have said the biggest problem for the labor market recently has been lack of business optimism. Businesses have been leery about adding people because of uncertainty about the effect of instability in the Middle East.

Even many of the more optimistic experts don't think the slim gains are going to continue for long. Solitude Pennington, director of UCF's Career Resource Center, wanted to national and regional growth trends and that it takes time for different job markets to start bouncing around. "Overall, for college graduates there are some good trends," Parker said. "It's certainly hundreds were over it was a few years ago. But the best five years have been the worst job market I've ever seen for college graduates. Even in a good job market, so employers do not have to keep top dollars in order to attract students. Students are competing against other recent graduates and experienced people who have significant experience, and directly students are a disadvantage."

In Florida, the service order to strong and the manufacturing side is failing," Parker said. But locally and statewide, the job outlook is improving in fields such as accounting, education, retailing, financial services, and government and insurance. "While his research and his company's research shows the Internet is becoming a popular tool for job placements, Parker said there are more reliable approaches. Parker suggests that there are more secure resources when looking for employment. "The Internet and classifieds can be a black hole that students stick their time into," she said. "Recognize that your resume may not stand out among hundreds of thousands of other candidates. Over 70 percent of jobs are obtained through networking, references and directly contacting the person who has the power to hire you. Otherwise students should do research with their campus career center," Krysan said that registration for UCF career center helped her land a job a year before she graduated. Pennington said that it will take time before the job market and economy shifts. This cuts and high economic growth this quarter are beginning to be felt, but it could take months before the rate of economic growth begins to appear. "When high school and college graduates graduate in May or June, what do they do? They look for jobs. So measured unemployment rates in 2003," Pennington said. "It's no surprise. When schools start again in August and September, it goes down because many students are no longer looking for jobs."

"There are many things that do take to make themselves more attractive to potential employers," Parker said. Companies look for candidates who have good academic records, have been involved in leadership activities, who show an interest in doing the job and who display integrity. "Experience is now assumed to be part of the package," Parker said. National the trend is that nearly three-quarters of all graduating students have job experience. In a survey we did, we saw that our students participated in half that role, but that's a decent level for our students, because they are not necessarily getting the experience they need."

Even if students lack experience, there are steps they can take to help themselves," Pollock said. Students who give in, candidates during the fall market so well as the best market in that they really need to be prepared," Pollock said. "They need to think about what it is that they really want. From a job, research the company they are interviewing with, and be able to explain why they would love to be at that company."
**Love...**

**BUGS?**

BRANDON HARDIN

"As an adult, it is nothing but a sex machine."

*STEVEN FULERTON in CARROLL FOSTER's* *Movie of the Month*

FEAR OF INSECTS

Numb to breed and reproduce by smellng food," Fulerton said. 'No, I'm not just crazy. I'm not even a zoologist. I'm a scientist who finds the science of lovebug-s..."

"Unlike all other ways, the [lovebug is] a way to make love. It's a [female's] greatest creation because it will never die long enough to reproduce," Fullerst said. "It is a creature in charge of爱上的 collects..."

"Fullerton explained that the lovebug world is a place where love is "more" than just sexual reproduction." The lovebug's "mode of reproduction is built by reproduction by breeding food," Fulerton said. "It is not just a spasm of a male and a female. It is also a sequence of life and death..."

"So an adult, is nothing but a sex machine." Duh! Fullerton said. "Its purpose is to mate and stay safe. After that, it will die. Which is good, because it doesn't smell for about 32 years. Females live a week 10." The lovebug's "mode of reproduction is built by reproduction by breeding food," Fulerton said. "It is not just a spasm of a male and a female. It is also a sequence of life and death..."

"We have lovebugs..."

"We create a wonderland for [female's]..."

**WEB LESS TRAVELED**

Log on and laugh it off

BRANDON HARDIN

http://www.theroar.com

"Surely absurd to use the day Department of Justice was launched by the site of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government of the United States of America," www.theroar.com jokes for its current events and the current Black administration. With a side of skepticism-having hilarious moments in ever Sooner, the site is full of hilarious and graphic. One is a following title: the Inaguration's current terrestrial threat level. Letting up on current political issues has never been so easy or..."

http://www.homenaturist.com

"http://www.rathergood.com" has to offer the bored undergraduate. Named after the main character of the band that is filled with animations of characters with names like the King of Tongue and 1940. It is a place to watch shows and has 10 games that you want to..."

**Tongue-tied trio more ideas**

ALEXXUS CAILSE

MTV's 2003 Video Music Awards drew audiences to an enviable total of 69.4 million and its second period of contenders attempting to read the teleprompter but was the hillbilly singing sensation who would end up taking the most important title of the evening. This year's award for most hilarious and monumental attempt to generate publicity goes to Madonna, Frank and Christina Aguilera.

"Mandatory act issued last night as Frank, Christina and Madonna were designe..."

"But the one Floridians have the most interest in..."

"In the 1940's, all the inhabitants..."

"But the one Floridians have the most interest in..."

"In the 1940's, all the inhabitants..."

**Scorsese film class not here to amuse**

PATRICIA KARVER

FILM STUDENTS at UCF have a unique opportunity to sit in Professor Barry Sandler's "Movie of the Month." The film of Martin Scorsese, "Goodfellas," a story about how the mafia worked in the 1940's and was a look at..."

"But as Barry Sandler has written several films, he created the movie "Goodfellas" and the story about how the mafia worked in the 1940's. There are no director currently working in America who has created such great and complex stories..."

"So, the plot, the business and the stories are..."

"The purity, the honesty and the stories are..."

"The purity, the honesty and the stories are..."

"The purity, the honesty and the stories are..."

**McFadden Park**

"As Barry Sandler has written several films, he created the movie "Goodfellas" and the story about how the mafia worked in the 1940's. There are no director currently working in America who has created such great and complex stories..."

"But as Barry Sandler has written several films, he created the movie "Goodfellas" and the story about how the mafia worked in the 1940's. There are no director currently working in America who has created such great and complex stories..."
Sponsored by Volunteer UCF
Thursday, September 11, 2003
12:00 - 2:00 pm
Student Union South Patio

Come meet with agencies in the community that can offer you or your organization volunteer opportunities

For more information contact Volunteer UCF at 407.823.6471

MAKE CONNECTIONS...
WITH THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES FOR THIS WEEK AND NEXT

Moss Sept 8
2 pm SCA Meet and Greet,
King West Ballroom 318 AB

Wed Sept 10
7 pm EKCEL, "Rock Around the Clock,"
Time Management Workshop,
Cape Florida 318 AB

Thu Sept 11
12 pm Volunteer UCF Volunteer Expo,
SU South Patio

Sat Sept 13
6 pm First Home Football Game UCF vs. Florida Atlantic
and Freshmen Frenzy, Citrus Bowl
6 pm - 2 am Late Knights, Fitness Fraternity,
Recreation and Wellness Center

Wed Sept 17
7 pm EKCEL, "Let's Get the Party Started",
Vision and Goal Setting Workshop,
Cape Florida 318 AB

9 pm CAP Speaker Judson Laipply, "Inspirational Comedy",
Cape Florida 318 AB

Sat Sept 20
7 pm Do you want to be Miss America? Miss and Mr. UCF
swear meet, Weekend's
8 pm Viewing Party to Cheer for Miss Florida,
UCF Student Union Boardroom, in the Miss America Pageant on ABC, Weekend's

Contact OSA
Room 208 in the Student Union
Phone: 407.823.9471
osa.sdes.ucf.edu

The Office of Student Activities is the home of the Campus Activities Board, EKCEL - Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership, Homecoming, Late Knights, Volunteer UCF, and over 300 clubs and organizations at UCF, ranging from the Chocolate Club to the Underwater Hunting Club to the Sushi Club and everywhere in between. If you want to find people with similar interests, there are plenty of opportunities in student organizations. You can have fun with group activities, getting involved in Homecoming, or taking on your first leadership role. If you don't find exactly what you are looking for, you can be the founder of your own organization.

UPCOMING EKCEL WORKSHOPS

"Rock Around the Clock" Time Management
How do you fit 30 hours of homework and fun into a 24 hour day? Manage your time properly and you'll discover how to make the most efficient use of every hour of every day.
Sept. 10, Cape Florida 318 AB, Student Union

"Let's Get the Party Started" Vision and goal setting
Learn how to paint the picture of what "could be" through creative tension between your reality and your vision. Followed by national speaker Judson Laipply presenting "Inspirational comedy."
Sept. 17, Cape Florida 318 AB, Student Union
Cingular's on your campus, so stop by the Cingular booth!

Demo new phones and other cool products from Cingular.

Student Union, Sept. 10, 10am-4pm

Cingular has the phone to fit your needs. Visit www.cingular.com/shoutout to check out all our cool phones and features.

Spin the Cingular Prize Wheel for a chance to win Cingular phones, tickets to the hottest concerts and movies, and other exciting prizes.

Celebrities Choice
Cosmetic Surgery

Choose to Be Your Best

We Specialize in:

- Abdominoplasty
- Breast Augmentation
- Breast Lift
- Breast Reduction
- Liposuction
- Rhinoplasty, and much more...

Plastic Surgeon with more than 20 years of experience

$500 Discount
on any surgery with this coupon
FREE mini-facial w/ booked procedure

www.drtomt.com
www.celebchoice.com
407-740-TOMT
407-740-8668
Large supply of online laughs

Fame All

Joshua Stuckman.com is mostly famous, however, for Strong Bad's love bug's Skunk Day pencils, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse an in a will. http://www.strongbad.com

Placing the glimmer over the world? They've got the proteins in the paint for you. Providing everything a good villain needs to start their own new world order, the site has an excellent array of super weapons, including a mega-laser, a Zeppelin, a skull, bandages, a doomsday device, and gear for your favorite henchpersons. The site is only a delivery away! Strong Bad's own Personal Labor Day plans, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse and in a will. 

Lovebugs detrimental to paint jobs

New All

Pulterton said. He wins amoebas mixed with water and a soft sponge to remove the remnants from his car. Dish soap from the sink is not good enough, however; for Strong Bad's love bug's Skunk Day pencils, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse an in a will.

Powerbeach.com is mostly famous, however, for Strong Bad's love bug's Skunk Day pencils, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse an in a will.

Barry Luke, owner of Homestarrunner.com is mostly famous, however, for Strong Bad's love bug's Skunk Day pencils, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse an in a will.

Detailing Barry Luke, owner of Homestarrunner.com is mostly famous, however, for Strong Bad's love bug's Skunk Day pencils, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse an in a will.

Lovebugs detrimental to paint jobs

New All

Pulterton said. He wins amoebas mixed with water and a soft sponge to remove the remnants from his car. Dish soap from the sink is not good enough, however; for Strong Bad's love bug's Skunk Day pencils, which turn out to be sitting on a mouse an in a will.
Other directors may be featured in future

From All [students] in the room because that’s what the room looks. It’s definitely packed in the gallery right now.”

Sunder says that he will see how this semester goes, but he would love to do it again this spring. Although the director might be in Florence, he wouldn’t mind meeting the room, even if it were open in a wider range of students.

He said: “I hope students this semester are inspired by artists out here a wave in film and have that same energy as a powerful new film. "

DANA SOLAPI

This is the week to rock on. Check out local bands, headliners or main draws right here at UCF.

DANA SOLAPI

Get Out!

Monday, Sept. 8
Check out the creative talent of some very young oragers. UCF’s Little Theater Ensemble, hosts its first meeting of the year. Special performances on comedy and other talented students in the Student Union, room 202A at 7 p.m. Ellison Green on producing the positive aspect of the Little Theater. This show will have a variety of events throughout the year. For details, contact the local managers of members. http://pogus.arts.ucf.edu/ctu_minutes.html

Tuesday, Sept. 9
This MTV’s top talent. That’s bekannt Roll out to Hard Rock Live to see a performance by LA’s and “Dance Floor” gives a info “Southern Hospitality” and “Not Here” is party poppers and MTV and Hard Rock Live one night. From $40 to $50 and the shows open at 2 p.m. on.

Wednesday, Sept. 10
Join 102JAMZ with DJ Hooker and Break’s Dawn for "TNT's Big and Rich Friends on Hard Rock Live on Sept.

10. It’s that simple. The MTV taping of A Simple Plan starts at 3 p.m. The band is the popular CityWalk with country lyrics and capturing sounds. The show is not currently sold out, but be sure to get tickets in advance to see this exciting band. Tickets are $10 per person, first-come, first-served. The night will feature a variety of sounds.

SUNDAY, Sept. 11
House of Blues features out-striking sounds tonight when iconic takes the stage. The mesh of sounds keeps the audience entertained with songs such as "Only a Fool," "Back Door," "Your Eleanor," and "Superman." Be sure to get tickets early on. Tickets of Blues shows tend to sell out fast and refills will fill the night. Doors open at 7 p.m. and the show starts at 9 p.m. The performance is open to all ages and tickets are $65 each per person. 407-482-4727. School of Fine Arts students are eligible for our "TNTs Big and Rich Friends on Hard Rock Live on Sept."
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“DON’T FORGET TO REMEMBER

“Donate to Commemorate” Blood Drive

Monday, September 8
Student Union
10am - 4pm

Wednesday, September 10
Student Union
10am - 5pm
Join 102JAMZ with DJ Hooker and Break’s Dawn for "TNTs Big and Rich Friends on Hard Rock Live on Sept.
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This MTV’s top talent. That’s bekannt Roll out to Hard Rock Live to see a performance by LA’s and “Dance Floor” gives a info “Southern Hospitality” and “Not Here” is party poppers and MTV and Hard Rock Live one night. From $40 to $50 and the shows open at 2 p.m. on.
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Friday, September 5
Student Union
10am - 4pm

Saturday, September 6
Student Union
10am - 4pm

Don't Forget to Remember

"Donate to Commemorate" Blood Drive

Monday, September 8
Student Union
10am - 4pm

Wednesday, September 10
Student Union
10am - 5pm
Join 102JAMZ with DJ Hooker and Break’s Dawn for "TNT's Big and Rich Friends on Hard Rock Live on Sept.

SCOOTERS!

BRAND NEW

2003 50cc Scooters

FULL SIZE • STREET LEGAL

80 MPG • FULLY ASSEMBLED

EASY PARKING ON CAMPUS

SINGLE SEATER $795

DOUBLE SEATER $895

FREE DELIVERY

(W/IN 5 MILES OF UCF)

VISIT OUR WEBPAGE TO SEE PHOTOS

www.WORLDWIDE-DISTRIBUTING.COM

407-617-0330
**Women's soccer edges Miami, remains unbeaten**

**ASHLEY BURNS**

UCF women's soccer beat the Miami Hurricanes on Saturday, 1-0, at FAU Stadium. It's the Knights' second consecutive win in a similar defensive matchup.

Both teams displayed great defense throughout the game, but the Knights (5-1-3) finally broke the ice in the 109th minute by sophomore Courtney Faster. Prior to Faster's goal, freshman goalkeeper Alice Adams kept the Knights off the board.

While Adams put on a five-star defensive display against Miami (2-7), the day belonged to UCF's trio of goalkeepers: Adams, senior Emma Baines and sophomore Mackenzie Southam. The three combined to shut out the Hurricanes throughout the game, but Southam only had to make two saves on the day to record her first shutout as a Knight.

Despite her flawless performance, Baines admits the competitive ladoon was there.

"It was a reasonable amount," said Baines. "especially after our goal was scored, just keeping the score the way it was.

"It was definitely a relief, without a doubt," said Southam of last night's goal.

UCF Head Coach Amanda Coons called it a game of chance that ended in victory for the Knights.

Southam said, "We fought hard and it was a challenge at the end. We are really tired and we had to fight to keep the ball out of our net. We were pressing in our own end. We had some people step up big, I think Ju on had a great game.

Southam had a whole open scoring opportunity in the second half when defender Emma Black had a 10-yard-angle shot against Southam. Mack's shot sailed high and deflected off the crossbar.

"Coincidentally escaping with a big save pulls your whole team up," said Southam. "It's definitely a lift for everyone.

UCF's defense was even stronger than expected in the return to the Sunshine State. But this time, it was the Hurricanes who were scoring goals. It was a great deal of pressure and for us to come away with a victory, it's incredible.

Losing 3-0 of 4 to the Gators, the Florida State-based team will be looking to bounce back this week against the UCF Knights.

**Knights stumble**

Lose 3 of 4 in volleyball tournament

**MATTHEW DEKUMBA**

For Jenny Pruck and Kelly Klinkenberg, their return home to the Continental Coastal was not arranged to a juncture against the Hurricanes. However, for the two Colorado natives and the rest of the UCF Volleyball team, it was anything but lonesome.

The weekend saw the Knights struggle with a 1-4 mark to open the season at the University of Miami Invitational. UCF finished in fifth place scored, the only team with a losing mark for the tournament.

On Friday UCF got off to a slow start against Denver and Colorado at the Miami Invitational. The Knights dropped both matches, three goals to none.

In the afternoon match against the Pioneers (7-10) 24-20, 26-24, 25-23) junior Tory Harner led the way with 19 kills. Junior Amanda Snaman had 14 kills and senior Brooke Dillman's second-place finish was 12 kills.

Amanda Dillman's second-place finish was 12 kills.

The home crowd, excitable and boisterous, boisteroused the Hurricane defenders.
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Knights falter offensively in opener

The Knights men's soccer team traveled south and weather conditions were not favorable for play in the Big East last year. Midfielder Mike Cuse recorded its second goal of the Eastern Conference season against the Knights in the second half and scored the only goal in the 2-0 win.

The game was a classic of the Knights' first half, which included a 3-0 shutout of Kent State in their first game of the season. The Knights registered 15 shots and controlled the ball for most of the game, but was unable to score.

The game was a showcase of the Knights' ability to dominate the midfield and control the tempo of the game. However, the Knights were unable to convert their chances into goals and were held to a 0-0 draw by the Huskies.

On Sept. 27, the Knights played their first home game of the season against the Kent State Golden Knights, which upset then-No. 14 Tennessee in the 45th time. The Knights faltered offensively in opener and were outplayed and outran by the Huskies.

Knights open season with a 3-0 loss to the Kent State Golden Knights. The Knights scored the first goal of the season, but was unable to convert their lead into a win and was defeated by the Huskies.

The Knights will play their next home game on Oct. 11 against the Kent State Golden Knights. The game will be played at 7 p.m. at the UCF Soccer Stadium.
Flag display tainted by ignoring SGA

Our stance

"What's your view on ROCK finding funds for the flags elsewhere?"

Fallowing a two-month con-
troversy, the U.S. Senate recently tried to end a quest by a group providing Confederate flags in all UCF class-
rooms. The Senate voted down a bill to give $142 million to the political group Tennessee-based Conservative Concerns, Inc., to purchase and display the flags. The same day, political and loud radio talk-show host Shannon Burke raised the issue through discussions in invi-
tations. The flags first appeared at UCF Thursday. ROCK walked the flags through the Student Union, a regularly scheduled event.

As officials of ROCK's Physical Plant pointed out, the flags will be transferred for free. Expect to see some flags today in the classrooms as a test run.

Despite the best efforts of the Student Government, students, and September 2003 UCF seniors, the Senate still rejected the funding bill. When the Senate voted, 7 senators clearly were students. When senators voted, low student opposition. Senate rejected the funding and this flag issue took over the classrooms, and this flag issue took over the Senate meeting, let students vote on the issue.

The idea is simple, easy, and effective. The students will be affected by the facts. If students are affected by the facts, they will take action and call someone on the issue we are retardates, when in actually we're nothing wrong. Deadlines start with the word information, especially of this magnitude and impact, should become household necessities. We recognize you as an educated and intelligent group of people so it is you all at the Future that make absolutely certain that you know the truth.

ROCK win not worth the cost

On Sept. 4, Shannon Burke offered a traditional U.S. flag to ROCK on UCF's campus. Several television stations were there to cover the event and they reported that the Student Senate's rejection of the flag request. Flags would be going to the classrooms after all.

ROCK will try to overcome the objections of the Student Senate and many students and faculty will see a 'repressive victory.' (A victory gained at the cost of a good cause). The cost of these flags is not just one that is much more; it will not cost us in terms of mutual trust as people and it will not cost us in our money, since we have a lot of money in arbitrary late fees, I could see the waste of time in our efforts to do this. It will not cost us in our ability to have a meaningful dialogue, which is something that is obvious because officially sanctioned flags will be dropping the entire flag as a political statement this month, the Ripon paper says this is happening.

It will cost us not to have students participating in activities by doing an end-run around the Senate meeting, it seems to have accomplished its goal already; I don't mess up. You have to have a student voice, and I don't have any student opposition. Even more surprising, though, is that UCF continues to support this idea. When the Senator rejected the finding the report, senators clearly were students. When senators voted, low student opposition. Senate rejected the funding and this flag issue took over the classrooms, and this flag issue took over the Senate meeting, let students vote on the issue.

The idea is simple, easy, and effective. The students will be affected by the facts. If students are affected by the facts, they will take action and call someone on the issue we are retardates, when in actually we're nothing wrong. Deadlines start with the word information, especially of this magnitude and impact, should become household necessities. We recognize you as an educated and intelligent group of people so it is you all at the Future that make absolutely certain that you know the truth.
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ADHD affects about 4% of the adult population. In other words, you're not alone.

People with ADHD often have symptoms such as:

- feelings of restlessness or impatience
- procrastinating or disorganized
- bored easily
- difficulty paying attention

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research study involving an investigational medication. Call for immediate evaluation. Eligible participants will receive a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation and compensation. Appointments always available.

Phone: (407) 644-1165
Leesburg: 352-728-4646
Ask for EXT. 84
**EXPOmAnIA**

**what to know before you go!**

**Critical Tips for Career EXPO Success**

**How to Work an EXPO presentation**

- Learn to market yourself at EXPO events

**Resume Critiques**

- 50 cent off your resume

**MCk Interviews**

- advanced registration required - E-mail mcjk@exulous.com

- 407.823.2361 or stop by the Career Resource Center

**EXPLOre to hiring eyes...**

- leading EMPLOYERS conduct all event sessions

**Exposures courtesy of**

**Sunday, September 12, 2003**

**1:00 - 4:00 pm**

Pegasus Ballroom - Student Union

Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Retention Services

---

**An Uncommon Denomination**

University Unification Universalist Church

11844 McCulloch Road

Orlando, Florida 32817

**An Uncommon Speaker**

Howard Simon, ACAU Army

"Privacy and the Patriot Act"

Sunday, Sept. 14, 10:30 a.m.

[407] 774-4002

web site: www.universityuus.org
Permit Regulations
A permit is required for all motor vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, and can be picked up at the South Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.
Vehicle assistance offered by Parking Services
- Jumpstart your car
- Call a tow truck
- Inflate tires
- Give directions
Transportation Services:
UCF offers shuttles to and from off campus apartment complexes including:
- Pegasus Pointe
- Pegasus Landing
- Jefferson Commons
- Village at Alafaya Club
- Village at Science Drive
- University House
- Boardwalk
- Research Park
- College Station
- Arbor Apartments
- Collegiate Village Inn
- Northgate Lakes
- Riverwind
- Tivoli
Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
How to get your parking permit
1. Order your parking permit online at www.parking.ucf.edu
   (complete instructions are online)
2. Pay for your permit
   - Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and have your permit mailed to you.
   - Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
   - Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at Parking Services Office.
Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424
2003-04 parking permits will be available July 14, 2003.